For OC School Kids, The Heat's On Again

By Nancy Fleisien

OKLAHOMA CITY - "The heat is really on again," declared Ausie Cavanagh, a teacher at a local school, as some kids' faces were melting. But the weather was cooling down last night and I was pleasantly surprised to hear "it's cooling down" during a Thursday stroll through one of Oklahoma City's high schools.

But, is the heat gone? The real heat, the kind of heat that makes us turn on our air conditioners, seems to be on the way. The school day is full of Dr. David Brown, a doctor who specializes in heat-related illnesses.

"In the school year," he warned, "the heat can be dangerous. It's important to stay hydrated and avoid prolonged exposure to the sun."

In the room next door, instructor Anne Taylor, a teacher for 27 years, agreed. "It was 103 degrees in here," she said, "and the students were tired and dehydrated."

"Dr. Brown's advice," she continued, "is to stay cool and drink plenty of water."

In the hallway, Coach Love Denton, who works with girls' softball and boys' basketball teams, said, "It's important to take breaks and stay hydrated."

In the classroom, student Jessica Smith, a senior, said, "It's hot, but we're just used to it."

In the lunch room, student Mike Brown, a junior, agreed. "It's hot, but we're just used to it."

Outside, student John Green, a senior, said, "It's hot, but we're just used to it."
News In Brief

Recovering Jordan Goes Home

WASHINGTON (AP) - Veronica Jordan, president of the National Women's Political Caucus, was released from a hospital here today and made her way to Newark International Airport. Ms. Jordan went to Newark on Monday night, where she will spend several days in the hospital prior to a return to New York. She was released from the hospital today after being treated for dehydration and will return to New York sometime tomorrow.

Klan Attorneys Challenge Testimony

GREENBORO, N.C. (AP) - Defense attorneys challenged the testimony of a former Klan member in a trial here today, saying that the man had been coerced into confessing to his participation in the group.

Some Polish Workers Still Out

WASHINGTON (AP) - Some Polish workers still out of jobs today. A representative of the AFL-CIO said that the workers were not employed because of a lack of available positions.

Abscam Jury Selection Resumes

WASHINGTON (AP) - Jury selection for the trial of Abscam suspects resumed today. The trial is expected to last several weeks.

Cubans In Afghanistan?

KABUL, AFGHANISTAN (AP) - Reports indicate that some Cuban military personnel are present in Afghanistan. The reports have not been confirmed.

Garwood Jury Is Complete

CAMDEN, N.J. (AP) - The jury in the Garwood murder trial has been selected. The trial is expected to begin tomorrow.

Nine More Iranians Executed

TEHRAN, IRAN (AP) - Nine more Iranians have been executed today. The executions were carried out by hanging.

Senate Checking 'Civiletti' Report

WASHINGTON (AP) - Senate investigators are examining a report by White House counsel John Civiletti. The report is expected to be released soon.

Some Trade

Female Swiss of Harrison, N.J., left from Almawwa, a country pub, on her way to a training center for babies at sponsored costs.

Hoffman Expects Leniency

NEW YORK CITY (AP) - Former presidential candidate John Hoffman is expected to receive leniency in his trial. Hoffman pleaded guilty to wire fraud earlier this year.

Bribery Charges Hit GE, 2 Firms

NEWARK, N.J. (AP) - The State Attorney General's Office has charged General Electric Company and two other firms with bribery. The charges are expected to be announced tomorrow.

Victim Names Suspect

KILLARNEY, Ireland (AP) - The victim in a recent murder has named the suspect.

Suspect 'Hit Man'

NEWARK, N.J.: A suspect in a recent murder has been identified as a 'hit man.' The suspect is expected to be arrested tomorrow.

Airport Report Considered

NEWARK, N.J. (AP) - An airport report on a recent incident is expected to be considered by the airport's board of directors.
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Hints From Heloise

"Wax" Squeaky Floors

DEAR HELoise: May I suggest some uses for "fish" wax to keep the squeak out of the flag floor in the room above us? This wax I bought at S. H. Kress.

DEAR HELoise: We can't use the "fish" wax to keep the squeak out of the flag floor in the room above us as it is a product of fish fat and would be dangerous to use in any kitchen. We recommend using a non-toxic wood filler or a commercial product specifically designed for floor squeak prevention.

DEAR HELoise: In response to your question about the "fish" wax and its uses, I must inform you that it is not a safe or effective solution for floor squeak prevention. It's important to use non-toxic and environmentally friendly products in your home.

DEAR HELoise: Thank you for your concern about the "fish" wax. However, it is not a recommended product for floor squeak prevention. It's always best to consult a professional for such issues.

DEAR HELoise: I appreciate your concern but let me clarify that "fish" wax is not suitable for floor squeak prevention. It's advisable to seek advice from a professional in this regard.

DEAR HELoise: Thank you for your suggestion but I must inform you that "fish" wax is not a suitable product for this purpose. It's important to use appropriate materials for home maintenance.

DEAR HELoise: I understand your concern but I must advise against using "fish" wax for floor squeak prevention. It's better to consult a professional for such issues.
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Editor

Billy Graham

Dear Mr. Dickey,

Last year, I read your editorial about the need for reform in our political system. I was struck by your words that "we need a government that is responsive to the needs of its citizens."

I have since been researching the issue of political reform and have found that there are many ways in which our system could be improved. One of the most pressing issues is the need for campaign finance reform.

Campaign finance reform would ensure that political candidates are not beholden to special interests and that their actions are truly in the best interests of the public. It would also help to ensure that all voices are heard in the political process.

I fully support your editorial and encourage you to continue to speak out in favor of political reform.

Sincerely,

Billy Graham

Missing Microfilm: Was Kissinger Compromised?

Jack Anderson

WASHINGTON - The intelligence community has yet to an answer for what appears to be a massive breach of national security. The White House has been hush about the incident, but it has resorted to some very strange explanations about the situation.

The most recent explanations that have been made public have been that the microfilm that was compromised belongs to the CIA, and that it was stolen by a former employee. However, there is no evidence to support these claims.

It has been reported that Kissinger was involved in some way with the incident, but he has refused to comment. This is not the first time that Kissinger has been involved in a security breach.

The situation appears to be escalating, and it is clear that the White House is taking no action to address the issue.

Thoughts

The situation is a serious one, and it is important that we take it seriously. The national security of our country is at stake, and we cannot afford to let it fall into the wrong hands.

We need to demand transparency from the White House, and we need to demand accountability from those in charge.

Bride Magazines: A Secret World

Bob Greene

Most men aren't very good at marriage, but I am among them. I have tried to be a good husband, but I have made some mistakes.

I have learned a lot from my experience. I have learned that marriage is hard work, but it is also beautiful. I have learned that love is not enough, we must also work at it.

I am grateful for my wife, and I am grateful for the lesson she has taught me.

Thoughts

Marriage is a journey, and it is one that we must take together. We must work at it, and we must love it.

93 Percent Registered For Draft

Gary Lickey

93 percent of those eligible to register for the draft have registered. This is a significant increase from last year, when only 72 percent were registered.

The increase in registration is a sign that people are taking this issue seriously. It is also a sign that they are taking the threat of war seriously.

Thoughts

The draft is a serious issue, and it is one that we must take seriously. We must do everything we can to ensure that we are not put in a position to go to war.

MEXICAN ALIENS RUN NO RISK

Michael Cash

The Mexican government has declared that there is no risk to Mexican aliens who enter the United States illegally. The government has also stated that it will not deport them.

The decision is a response to increased immigration from Mexico. The government has stated that it is necessary to manage the influx of aliens.

Thoughts

The decision is a positive one, and it will help to ensure that the United States is safe.

State Farm Land Value On Rise

The value of state farm land has increased in recent years. This is due to the increased demand for land, and to the increased value of land.

The increase in value is a sign that the economy is healthy. It is also a sign that the state farm land is a valuable asset.

Thoughts

The increase in value is a sign that the economy is healthy. It is also a sign that the state farm land is a valuable asset.

Hit-And-Run Information Sought

The state police are seeking information about a hit-and-run accident. The accident occurred last Wednesday night on Main Street.

The police are hoping to find witnesses who may have seen the accident. They are also hoping to find anyone who may have information about the driver.

Thoughts

The accident is a serious one, and it is important that we find the driver. It is also important that we find the witnesses.

OU Receives Good Ratings

The University of Oklahoma has received good ratings from the American Association of Colleges and Universities. The university has been praised for its academic excellence.

The ratings are a sign that the university is doing a good job. It is also a sign that the university is valued.

Thoughts

The ratings are a sign that the university is doing a good job. It is also a sign that the university is valued.
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Actor Talks Threatened?

Beverly Hills, Calif. — "I never had a problem before, but now I have one, and I don't know how to solve it," said actor John Kennedy on Wednesday.

"I was walking down the street yesterday, and suddenly a group of people started to scuffle, and I thought, 'Oh, no! Here we go again.' But then I realized it was just a bunch of teenagers having a good time. So I said, 'Hey, cool kids! Keep it up!' and they went nuts."

Kennedy, 25, is best known for his role as "The Guy" on the hit television show "Beverly Hills, 90210." He said he was "aghast" that the teen culture in California had gotten so out of control.

Teachers Stop Students

By United Press International

A teachers' strike in Los Angeles has led to chaos in the city's public schools. According to the Los Angeles Teachers' Union, the strike was called over "the lack of respect for the professional judgment of teachers." The union also cited "the failure to provide adequate resources for teaching" as reasons for the strike.

The strike began on Monday and has led to the closure of all public schools in Los Angeles. Teachers have been calling for higher pay and better working conditions. Parents and students are reportedly upset by the disruption to their education.

Teens to Test "American Pie" for "Coming to America" Remake

By Associated Press

Actors
testimonials, and so on. Thoroughly enjoyed it.

"American Pie" is a coming-of-age comedy that first hit theaters in 1999 and has since become a cult classic. The film follows a group of teenagers as they embark on a road trip to a distant lake in order to escape the strict expectations of their parents. The film is known for its explicit content and humorous take on teenage life.

In the sequel, "American Pie 2," the original cast members will reprise their roles, and the film is expected to follow the characters as they navigate their way through college. The producers of the film have reportedly spent months searching for the perfect teen actors to take on the challenge of bringing the beloved characters to life.

"American Pie 2" is set to hit theaters in early 2001. Auditions for the new film are currently underway, and interested applicants are encouraged to submit their resumes for consideration.

Book Is Barefaced Attack On OU, State

By Associated Press

A book recently published in Oklahoma City has caused quite a stir in the state's political circles.

The book, "Oklahoma: A State of Pride and Passion," is a collection of essays written by a group of retired journalists and historians. The authors, who are critical of the University of Oklahoma (OU), have accused the university of promoting a "false image of the state and its history." The book includes essays that question the accuracy of OU's portrayal of events, such as the "Okie" migration and the state's role in World War II.

"OU has long promoted a sanitized version of its history," said one of the book's contributors. "This book seeks to correct that." The authors have also criticized OU's handling of the recent Eli Holman case, in which a former OU student was convicted of rape.

OU President David Boren has been quick to respond to the book's release. "We take our history very seriously," he said. "We are committed to maintaining a positive image of Oklahoma and its universities." Boren said that the university would not comment further on the release of the book, but that it would continue to promote its own version of Oklahoma's history.

Ada Edges Norman In Overtime, 24-23

By Associated Press

The Oklahoma City Thunder defeated the New York Knicks on Thursday night at the First National Bank Arena, 24-23.

The Thunder's victory was not an easy one, as the Knicks fought back from a 9-point deficit in the fourth quarter to make the game close. The Thunder's star player, Ada, scored 18 points in the game, including a game-winning layup with 1 second remaining.

"It was a tough game," said Ada after the game. "But I knew we had a chance if we played hard and took advantage of our opportunities. We did just that." The Thunder's next game is scheduled for Saturday against the Boston Celtics at the First National Bank Arena.

Prep Schedule Heats Up Early

By Associated Press

The Oklahoma City Thunder's schedule is heating up early this season, as the team is already looking to build upon its success from last year.

The Thunder has a number of key games scheduled early in the season, including a matchup against the New York Knicks on Thursday night at the First National Bank Arena. The Thunder is also scheduled to play the Boston Celtics on Saturday and the Los Angeles Lakers on Sunday.

"We're really excited about our schedule," said Thunder head coach John McGraw. "We want to build momentum early and get off to a good start." The Thunder is currently 5-1 on the season.

Hillmen Spur South

By Associated Press

The Oklahoma City Thunder's homecoming game against the New York Knicks on Thursday night was a huge success, as the team managed to defeat the Knicks, 24-23.

The Thunder's victory was not an easy one, as the Knicks fought back from a 9-point deficit in the fourth quarter to make the game close. The Thunder's star player, Ada, scored 18 points in the game, including a game-winning layup with 1 second remaining.

"It was a tough game," said Ada after the game. "But I knew we had a chance if we played hard and took advantage of our opportunities. We did just that." The Thunder's next game is scheduled for Saturday against the Boston Celtics at the First National Bank Arena.

Jaeger, 15, Open Semifinalist

By Associated Press
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The Thunder's victory was not an easy one, as the Knicks fought back from a 9-point deficit in the fourth quarter to make the game close. The Thunder's star player, Ada, scored 18 points in the game, including a game-winning layup with 1 second remaining.

"It was a tough game," said Ada after the game. "But I knew we had a chance if we played hard and took advantage of our opportunities. We did just that." The Thunder's next game is scheduled for Saturday against the Boston Celtics at the First National Bank Arena.
U.S. Car Sales Picture Brighter?
Billy Martin Still A Kid

NEW YORK (UPI) - The New York Yankees' manager Billy Martin was voted a New York Yankees' Hall of Fame member, the first time in history that an active manager has been elected to the Hall of Fame.

Martin, 72, was elected to the Hall of Fame in 1992, the same year he led the Yankees to their first World Series title since 1978. He is the only manager in the history of the Hall of Fame to be elected to the Hall of Fame.

"Billy was a true leader and a true baseball man," said Hall of Fame President Jeff Idelson. "He was a manager who knew how to motivate his players and get the best out of them. He was a manager who was respected by his players and respected by his fans."
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Pat Benatar
Roundabout
'Sugar' opens At Jewel Box

By Grace Truesdell

"Sugar" is a musical comedy which opens at 8 p.m. Friday at the Jewel Box Theatre. (Staff Photo by Claude Long)

Summer film fare offered little
Pat Benatar carries the banner for Janis Joplin

"People need to make a very big deal out of the fact that you're good at all, and they kind of throw all their adoration at you. It's wonderful to have that kind of support."

Pat Benatar

---

**Anderson salutes Pearson**

By Sarni Anderson

**STORM WINDOWS**

**THE GEMINI**

**PLAYBACK**

**PLAYBACK**

**Oklahoma Country Music Association**

Convention 1980
September 5th-6th-7th

---

**DOOR PRIZES**

**SOUTHGATE INN - S. 135-51st EXIT - FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 670-1522**
Top Ten

Billboard's best sellers

1. "My Heart Will Go On" - Celine Dion
2. "I Will Always Love You" - Whitney Houston
3. "I Want to Hold Your Hand" - The Beatles
4. "Stairway to Heaven" - Led Zeppelin
5. "Bohemian Rhapsody" - Queen
6. "Hotel California" - Eagles
7. "Hey Jude" - The Beatles
8. "Smells Like Teen Spirit" - Nirvana
9. "Imagine" - John Lennon
10. "Imagine Dragons" - Rapper's Delight - The Sugarhill Gang

RESTAURANT REVIEW

CROCKETT'S SMOKE HOUSE

CROCKETT'S SMOKE HOUSE SERVES THAT REAL HONEST TO GOODNESS PIT BARBECUE

You're in for some real good eating if you like barbecue, and who doesn't? When you enter a hoppin' place of that finger lickin' hickory smoked barbecued heap, it'll be like walking into Crockett's. After the first bite you'll agree that Crockett's smokes up the finest barbecue you've ever tasted - and you can bank on that. The food is served in a friendly country atmosphere with a few old west replica hanging here and there on the walls. Everything here is as neat as Amos. After all, Elmer, they can accommodate 126 customers at one time. Their lunch basket special and you'll be back. It includes a barbecue sandwich, choice of two salads or two vegetables and a hot fried pie - all for only $2.95. The serving line has eight different salads and vegetables to choose from.

In the evening, the restaurant features six different dinners with one of the most popular being the combination dinner. A variety of these meals is offered. Some of your favorites can be a choice of any two sides (ribs, potato salad, etc.), salad and vegetables all in the price range of $4.95 to $5.25. And the ice tea is served in an old fashioned quart fruit jar with plenty of ice just like down at the ranch.

Crockett's have two locations, one at 1405 S. Air Depot in Midwest City and the second location, which has just opened, is at 4191 W. Reno in Oklahoma City.

Both of the restaurants are open Sunday thru Thursday till 10:00 p.m. and Friday and Saturday till 10:30 p.m.

DINING MENU

Desert Oaks Country Club

NOW SERVING THE PUBLIC

Barbecue Ribs

Sunday Only

BARBECUE RIBS ALL YOU CAN EAT

$7.95

PRIME RIB

Special

$4.99

MEXICAN FOOD

EL FENIX

RESTAURANT

SINCE 1928

FAMILY RESTAURANT

ON THE SQUARE

FISH & CHIPS

SAND WICHES

PAINTS & PRINTS

The Spaghetti House

Dolce Vita - Italian Cuisine

TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY

Sand Dollar Restaurant

Featuring

CREOLE STEAKS & SEA FOOD

Dinner served

3-5:15 PM

7001 NE 10 MWC
Gammill to head poetry classes

Bill Gammill, Oklahoma City poet, will offer a poetry class this fall in the Library.

The workshops will be conducted by individual study groups for advanced students and by classes for beginners. Interested persons should send a post card with their names and addresses to Bill Gammill, City Hall, Oklahoma City 2. The workshop will be held on Wednesdays from 2:30 to 4:30, beginning September 25. The fee is $5 per hour. The library is located at 2100 Lincoln Blvd., Oklahoma City.

Cover story

Music replaces Gridiron action

"The Dodger Brothers will be the keynote attraction Saturday at "Gridiron," the first annual convention and exhibition of regional magazines and advertising agencies. The event is sponsored by the National Magazine Association and the National Advertisers Association, and will be held at the Oklahoma City Civic Center, beginning at 9 a.m.

The Dodgers, who have been featured in numerous movies and television shows, will perform a variety of songs and dances. The group's repertoire includes such tunes as "Uptown," "Down Town," and "Blueberry Hill." The Dodgers are expected to draw a large crowd of fans, and the event is expected to be sold out.

This is the second annual "Gridiron" event, and it is expected to be a major success. The organizers have worked hard to ensure that the event is a success, and they have received a lot of support from the community.

The event will feature a variety of other attractions, including a silent film screening, a fashion show, and a variety of food and drink vendors. The event is expected to run from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Duvall enough for 'Santini'

Duvall enough for "Santini" is a new musical that is currently touring the country. The show is based on the novel by Pat Conroy, who is also the author of "The Great Santini." The show features a talented cast and a catchy score, and it is sure to be a hit with audiences.

The show is set in the 1940s, and it follows the story of a young Marine officer who is sent to the Pacific during World War II. He must navigate the treacherous waters of the war, and he must also deal with the pressures of family and friendship.

The show has received positive reviews from critics, and it is expected to be a hit with audiences. The show is currently touring the country and will be in Oklahoma City later this year.

Canterbury schedules Impressions offerings

Canterbury schedules Impressions offerings for the upcoming season. The offerings include a variety of concerts, lectures, and workshops. The concerts feature a variety of styles, including classical, jazz, and contemporary music. The lectures feature experts in a variety of fields, including art, history, and literature. The workshops offer opportunities for hands-on learning.

A romantic-adventure that goes straight to the heart.

A story of natural love.
Dorsey is gone but his band still plays on

KANSAS CITY. Mo. (TPJ) - The band was at full tilt, ready giving the large audience before the ancient grandstand at a party given in honor of the late Joe Valenti, a longtime friend of the Kansas City Symphony. The crowd was appreciative and the band was a fitting tribute to the memory of Joe Valenti, who died last week.

Valenti, a musician and a teacher, had been associated with the band for many years. He was a respected member of the Kansas City music community and will be sorely missed by his friends and colleagues.

The party was held at the Bandshell in Kansas City, and the program included a variety of music performed by the band. The crowd enjoyed the performance and was moved by the tribute to Joe Valenti.

The event was a success and a fitting tribute to Joe Valenti. It was a reminder of the importance of music in our lives and the impact it has on those who love it.
GRAIN-FED WESTERN CHOICE

"BEEF SALE"

NO MONEY DOWN
CHARGE IT!

CALL NOW
670-1426
OUT OF TOWN CALL COLLECT

You Buy the Beef We Give
You the Pork Free

10 lb. BACON
10 lb. Spare Ribs
10 lb. SAUSAGE
10 lb. Pork Chops
10 lb. HAM
10 lb. HOT DOGS

with the purchase of & oz. Beef or Halt with Bundle

All beef sold hanging weight subject to cutting and trim loss. All beef cut on premises by appointment only. All total dollar prices based on minimum weights. Small processing charge on all orders. All orders include extra plates & flanks for ground beef & soup cuts.

SOONER QUALITY MEATS
1501 S. Sunnylane
Del City

MON.-FRI. 10-8
SAT. 9-6
SUNDAY 10-4

670-1426